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• Chile

• Interesting research, raises questions

• “Excess” concentration on short-term debt by pension and 
mutual funds.

• Study possible explanations

▪Availability of long-term instruments
▪Rebalancing or strategic behavior
▪Risk
▪Managerial incentives
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➔ Long term debt is good. But it doesn't occur spontaneously. Why?

Historically, Chilean governments expropriated returns (fixed 
interest rates under high inflation) and principal (pension funds) of 
long-term investment.

Recently, government risk-aversion after 1982 debt crisis (15% 
drop in GDP, bailout estimated at 100%GDP) led to highly 
protected, incomplete financial markets. Entry barriers, no 
derivatives, or options. 

Pension funds highly regulated in portfolio structure, returns, even 
sales forces. Mutual funds also.

Buying insurance at a high cost.
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Is the result market-driven or policy induced?

There is some but not enough discussion on the role of regulation, in 
particular as it affects the possible explanations (strategic behavior, 
risk taking, and managerial incentives)

Herd behavior in pension-funds management

Lack of competition

Not clear if empirical controls are used
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➔ Is the benchmark valid?

Financial market regulation very different between Chile and the 
US (AFP ≠ 404k plans). Likewise mutual funds.

Implicit and explicit guarantees are very different (as shown by 
ongoing crisis).

Tax structures –hence after-tax return to investors— very 
different.

Chilean financial markets were heavily into indexed instruments, 
the US not.

Economies generate different investment opportunities

Valid comparison for mutual funds maybe, pension funds no.
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but weights are endogenous (and confusing)
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Strategy Average Maturity 

1 Buy one 25-year bond each year and 
25 one-year bonds

7.5

2 Buy one 22-year bond each year and 
22 two-year bonds

7.75

But, which one is more “long term”?


